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About PETRAS
The PETRAS National Centre of Excellence for IoT Systems Cybersecurity exists to
ensure that technological advances in the Internet of Things (IoT) are developed
and applied in consumer and business contexts, safely and securely. This is done
by considering social and technical issues relating to the cybersecurity of IoT
devices, systems and networks.
To achieve our objectives, PETRAS works in collaboration with academia, industry
and government partners to ensure our research can be directly applied to benefit
society, business and the economy.
The Centre is a consortium of 23 research institutions and the world’s largest
socio-technical research centre focused on the future implementation of the
Internet of Things. The research institutions are: UCL, Imperial College London,
University of Bristol, Cardiff University, Coventry University, University of
Edinburgh, University of Glasgow, Lancaster University, Newcastle University,
Northumbria University, University of Nottingham, University of Oxford, University
of Southampton, University of Surrey, Tate, the University of Warwick and Keele
University.
As part of UKRI’s Security of Digital Technologies at the Periphery (SDTaP)
programme, PETRAS runs open, national level funding calls which enable us to
undertake cutting edge basic and applied research. We also support the early
adoption of new technologies through close work with other members of the
SDTaP programme, such as InnovateUK, supporting demonstrations of new
technology and commercialisation processes.
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Executive Summary
New digital technologies and systems, such as the Internet of Things (IoT) or Artificial Intelligence (AI) tools that are typically implemented as software in medical
devices or as medical devices themselves, are fuelling the digital healthcare sector’s ongoing quest for better ways to diagnose and treat conditions proactively.
When medical devices are connected to digital infrastructures such as the Internet, they can support the real-time transfer of important diagnostic data to information technology systems, where machine learning and AI can be used to quickly identify patient health patterns and anomalies. Despite the significant benefits
that Connected, Intelligent Medical Devices (CIMDs) bring to the healthcare sector, different stakeholders such as manufacturers, software developers, clinicians, regulators and global standards organizations are facing several challenges around patient safety, effectiveness, transparency, accountability, and explainability of software and AI-based medical devices, as well as increased cybersecurity breaches and limited sectoral data governance frameworks necessary to ensure the safety, quality, and integrity of medical services, and ultimately patient
trust. CIMDs are integrated in existing digital healthcare infrastructures in hospitals, general practice surgeries, patient care homes, and related health system
services, generating new requirements to transfer, manage, store, and analyse
health data. CIMDs can be wearable or implantable, acquiring physiological patient data or providing therapy outside the hospital setting, which brings new
challenges for monitoring the performance, accuracy, and safety of these devices.
This White Paper reviews the main trends in the existing standards and regulatory landscape applicable to CIMDs. While the paper brings important information
from several jurisdictions (UK, EU, USA) and highlights issues that are transnational in nature, affecting the healthcare sector as a whole, it has a predominant
focus on UK and EU legislation and initiatives.
Based on interviews and a roundtable with key experts and practitioners in the
field, the White Paper identifies several critical challenges that should inform the
future development of standards and guidelines applicable to CIMDs, with a specific focus on artificial intelligence, cybersecurity, and data governance issues.
The Paper provides valuable insights to regulators, standards-making bodies, notified bodies, manufacturers, software developers, clinicians, and researchers regarding present gaps and potential loopholes that CIMDs create in current regulatory frameworks, concluding with recommendations for standards development and initiatives in the context of widespread adoption of CIMDs in the healthcare sector.
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Key Findings
This White Paper summarizes research that was carried out in the Reg-MedTech
Project [1] based at UCL, between October 2021 and July 2022. Reg-MedTech investigates critical regulatory and standardization challenges for CIMDs. It is funded by the PETRAS National Centre of Excellence in IoT Systems Cybersecurity
(EPSRC grant number EP/S035362/1).
We acknowledge that the current regulatory landscape for connected, intelligent
medical devices is being redesigned in several key jurisdictions, including the UK
where the Medicines and Healthcare products Regulatory Agency (MHRA) is updating its medical device regulations [2] and working on a forefront initiative
called the “Software and AI as a Medical Device Change Programme” [3]. Due to
these changes, our paper doesn’t comment directly on the clarity of the regulatory process for CIMDs. However, based on our extensive research with practitioners and experts in the field, we identify several critical areas that require further
regulatory and legal clarity, where both standards and regulatory guidelines can
be developed to support stakeholders through the development, implementation, testing, and post-market surveillance of connected, intelligent medical devices:
•

•

•

•

•
•
•

Liability concerns resulting from the complexity of devices, their changing
characteristics through updates and algorithmic learning, and questions about
the distributed responsibility of several parties including software developers,
device manufacturers, clinical staff operating the technology, patients or other
end users.
Risk classification challenges, especially resulting in modifications in the
characteristics of medical devices, arising from potential exploitation of cybersecurity vulnerabilities or the limited predictability of their machine learning
component.
Detecting and managing cybersecurity vulnerabilities, especially in connected devices that do not have a clear vulnerability reporting, maintenance,
and software update policy.
Interaction between new medical devices and legacy components in the
digital healthcare system, which can affect the performance of new devices
and expose them to vulnerabilities and security attacks.
Assessing and communicating the transparency and explainability of dynamic and deep learning-based medical devices.
Understanding and assessing types of bias in training data and algorithmic
learning in AI-based medical devices or AI as a Medical Device (AIaMDs).
Responsible and accountable data management across the lifecycle of a
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medical device, covering input, output, transfer, storage, and analytics. These
measures should include data quality and integrity controls for software
and AI-based medical devices, which are largely missing from standards and
regulatory guidelines at the moment.

Recommendations
Based on the key findings above, we make the following recommendations for
action by national and international standards-making bodies, regulators, and
international harmonisation bodies such as the International Medical Device Regulators Forum (IMDRF):
1. National standards-making bodies can work closely with regulators to
formalise an agenda for new standards and regulatory guidance development
for connected, intelligent medical devices, especially AIaMDs. Priority areas for
standards and guidance development include: addressing software lifecycle
management issues for locked and adaptive algorithms used in or as medical
devices, as well as explainability and transparency of AI as a component in
medical devices or a standalone medical device.
2. National standards-making bodies can work jointly and in collaboration with
international harmonisation bodies such as IMDRF to develop a new work
programme that addresses data governance issues in medical devices, including
data quality, data integrity, management, oversight, and audit processes in line
with emerging regulatory frameworks such as Art 10 in the proposed EU AI Act.
3. International standards-making bodies can prioritise the development of
a single standard addressing cybersecurity of connected medical devices,
which should include legacy device cybersecurity, in order to avoid duplication
of device cybersecurity standards and address the critical need to update
general health informatics standards.
4. Regulators can provide further guidance on the responsibilities and
obligations of critical stakeholders in the development, deployment, use
and monitoring of connected, intelligent medical devices, so that their integrity,
safety, and performance can be ensured.
5. National and international guidance needs to be provided to support
clinical and administrative staff in hospitals and other healthcare facilities
to understand and monitor the performance of connected, intelligent medical
devices deployed and used on their premises, and how to record and report
incidents triggered by cybersecurity, algorithmic, or data integrity breaches or
failures.
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List of abbreviations
AI

Artificial Intelligence

AIaMD

AI as Medical Device

AIMDD

Active Implantable Medical Device Directive (90/385/EEC)

ANSI

American National Standards Institute

BSI

British Standards Institution

CEN

European Committee for Standardization

CENELEC

European Committee for Electrotechnical Standardization

CIMDs

Connected, Intelligent Medical Devices

GDPR

General Data Protection Regulation

EC

European Commission

ETSI

European Telecommunications Standards Institute

EU

European Union

FDA

United States Food and Drug Administration

IMDRF

International Medical Device Regulators Forum

IEEE

Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers

IEC

International Electrotechnical Commission

ISO

International Organization for Standardization

IVDMDD

EU In-vitro Diagnostic Medical Device Directive (98/79/EC)

IVDR

EU In-vitro Diagnostic Medical Devices Regulation (2017/746)

JTC 1

Joint Technical Committee 1 (joint ISO and IEC Committee)

MDD

EU Medical Device Directive (93/42/EEC)

MDR

EU Medical Device Regulation (2017/745)

MEDDEV

Medical Device Guidance Documents

MHRA

UK Medicines and Healthcare products Regulatory Agency

ML

Machine Learning

NIST

National Institute for Standards & Technology

SaMD

Software as Medical Device
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Glossary
Artificial Intelligence: refers to “the design and study of machines that can perform tasks that would have previously required human (or other biological) brainpower to complete” [4]. “AI is a branch of computer science, statistics, and engineering that uses algorithms or models to perform tasks and exhibit behaviours
such as learning, making decisions, and making predictions” [5].
Connected, Intelligent Medical Devices: medical devices that are or incorporate software and artificial intelligence tools, and use communication technologies, networks, and cloud services to transfer, manage, store, and analyse health
data.
Cybersecurity: “the protection of devices, services and networks – and the information on them – from theft or damage” [6].
Machine Learning (ML): is “an artificial intelligence technique that can be used
to design and train software algorithms to learn from and act on data. Software
developers can use machine learning to create an algorithm that is ‘locked’ so
that its function does not change, or ‘adaptive’ so its behaviour can change over
time based on new data” [7].
AI-based medical devices: medical devices that employ artificial intelligence or
machine learning software as a component of the device, generally used to perform a specific task based on performance and outcome measures. “AI, and specifically ML, are techniques used to design and train software algorithms to learn
from and act on data” [8]. Some AI/ML-based medical devices are locked beyond
the original market authorization, while others can adapt over time.
AI as Medical Device (AIaMD): Artificial Intelligence as a medical device (AIaMD)
refers to a type of software as a medical device (SaMD) [9].
Software-based medical devices: “are medical devices that incorporate software or are software, including software as a medical device, or software that
relies on particular hardware to function as intended” 10].
Software as Medical Device (SaMD): The term Software as a Medical Device is
defined as “software intended to be used for one or more medical purposes that
perform these purposes without being part of a hardware medical device” [11].
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Internet of Things (IoT): is defined as “an infrastructure of interconnected entities, people, systems and information resources together with services, which
processes and reacts to information from the physical world and from the virtual
world” [12]. The IoT infrastructure generally comprises of sensors performing
data collection functions, transferring data via communication networks, cloud
data processing, and some actuation where IoT devices change the properties of
a physical entity or system in response to an input.
Internet of Medical Things (IoMT): “the collection of medical devices and applications that connect to healthcare IT systems through information and communication technologies to collect, store, exchange and process information” [13,
pg.4]. Medical devices that have the ability to connect to networks for example via
Wi-Fi, GPRS or cable based connectivity allow the machine-to-machine communication that is the basis of IoMT [13].

Kill Chain framework is a model for identification and prevention

1. Introduction
The application of artificial intelligence (AI) in connected medical devices is on an
exponential growth trajectory and is already leading to improvements in patient
outcomes on a mass scale, as well as fundamental changes in the way that healthcare is delivered.
Connected, Intelligent Medical Devices (CIMDs) are medical devices that incorporate software, artificial intelligence tools, and use communication technologies,
networks, and cloud services to transfer, manage, store, and analyse health data.
These devices can be wearable or implantable, collect physiological patient data
and/or provide therapeutic options. They can be software-based medical devices
or standalone Software as Medical Device (SaMD) or AI as Medical Device (AIaMD).
Some examples of such AI-based medical devices include imaging systems with
significantly enhanced capabilities that use algorithms to detect lung cancer [14],
devices that give diagnostic information for skin cancer, or an electrocardiogram
(ECG) device that can be used to check one’s heart rhythm and electrical activity
or estimate the probability of a heart attack [15]. The devices themselves, the
digital infrastructure that supports them, and the data collected are “creating the
Internet of Medical Things (IoMT) – a connected infrastructure of medical devices,
software applications, and digital healthcare systems and services” [16, pg.1].
However, with all the promise CIMDs offer, these powerful new technologies also
introduce a number of critical vulnerabilities and significant risks to patient safe-
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ty, their security, and fundamental rights, while also having the potential to disrupt the resilience of healthcare systems and continuity of service. Amidst the
growing risk landscape applicable to CIMDs, regulators and policymakers in major
jurisdictions are faced with substantial challenges including the need to provide
the industry with clearer regulations, guidance, and standards to ensure that
such devices work effectively and safely.

What is a Connected, Intelligent Medical Device (CIMD)?
CIMDs are medical devices that incorporate software, artificial intelligence
tools, and use communication technologies and networks to transfer, manage, store, and analyse health data. These devices can be wearable or implantable, collect physiological patient data and/or provide therapeutic options. They can be software-based medical devices or standalone Software as
Medical Device (SaMD) or AI as Medical Device (AIaMD). The devices themselves, the digital infrastructure that supports them, and the data collected
are creating the Internet of Medical Things (IoMT) – a connected infrastructure
of medical devices, software applications, and digital health systems and services.

1.1 Background: Emerging Risk and Policy Change
In an attempt to keep pace with rapidly evolving healthcare technologies, two
new EU regulations on Medical Devices (MDR) and In Vitro Diagnostic Medical
Devices (IVDR) were adopted in April 2017 [17, 18]. The new set of regulations
raised the certification requirements for the production and distribution of medical products in the European Economic Area (EEA) [17] and had a staggered transition period. The MDR entered into force in May 2021 and the IVDR in May 2022,
following the transition period. In brief, the classification requirements of medical
devices under the MDR are based on a risk-based approach that “takes into account the vulnerability of a human body and the potential risks associated with
the devices” [19, pg.4]. However, it has been noted that one of the challenges
with these two new EU regulations is that they were not developed for (adaptive)
AI or Machine Learning (ML) technologies, which have the potential to learn continuously and can potentially modify device performance in real time or near real
time [8]. As noted in the specialist literature: “The distinctive characteristics of
AIaMDs such as adaptive learning algorithms require a regulatory approach that
spans the lifecycle of these technologies, allowing necessary steps to improve
treatment while assuring safety outcomes” [20, pg 14].
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In addition, the MDR does not provide comprehensive reference to cybersecurity
in its main text. However, it provides some vital information security-related obligations that manufacturers have to comply with when placing medical devices on
the market or putting them into service [21]. A critical cybersecurity concern is
that all medical devices connected in the IoMT environment are directly or indirectly connected to each other and the Internet. The risk is therefore ‘the weakest
link in the chain’. The weakest link may be the hardware, the software, the communication interface, the use, or even the user(s). While IoT device security vulnerabilities are generally low-hanging fruit exploits [22], where the vulnerability
lies is sometimes unknown, especially in more complex and interdependent clinical or medical settings [23].

Emerging policy and regulatory initiatives
Policymakers and regulators at global, regional, and national level have recognized the importance of regulation and the need for standards in emerging technologies such as artificial intelligence or machine learning, which have wide societal impact when applied across sectors. Some of the recent initiatives include
the International Medical Device Regulators Forum (IMDRF)’s 2020 “Principles and
Practices for Medical Device Cybersecurity” [24]; the World Health Organization’s
2021 framework on “Generating Evidence for Artificial Intelligence-based Medical
Devices” [25]; the FDA’s 2021 “Artificial Intelligence/Machine Learning (AI/ML)Based Software as a Medical Device (SaMD) Action Plan”[7]; the European Union’s
2018 “Declaration of Cooperation on Artificial Intelligence” that puts forward a
pan-European approach to the governance and standardisation of AI technologies [26]; the European Commission’s 2021 “Artificial Intelligence Act”, which is a
proposal that lays down harmonised rules for the governance of AI applications
in the European Economic Area (EEA) [27]; the MHRA’s 2021 “Software and AI as
a Medical Device Change Programme” [3] (see Section 2.1 for a detailed review of
the latest regulatory initiatives). However, the translation and applicability of
these policy and regulatory advancements to the healthcare sector, and CIMDs in
particular, remains unclear. This raises several questions such as: How will policy
and regulatory requirements be translated into sector-specific guidelines? What
standards and guidelines support these new regulatory changes? What AI, cybersecurity, or data governance standards or guidance documents are available for
use in CIMDs, and are they adequate? What should organizations do to show
conformity and compliance with current and forthcoming regulatory requirements?
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Our study raised several questions: How will emerging digital technology
policy and regulatory requirements be translated into sector-specific guidelines? What standards and guidelines support these new regulatory changes?
What AI, cybersecurity, or data governance standards or guidance documents
are available for use in CIMDs, and are they adequate? What should organizations do to show conformity and compliance with current and forthcoming
regulatory requirements?
In addition, regulation has evolved to tackle critical cybersecurity threats, but the
implementation of best practices in the development and management of connected devices remains challenging [28]. Yet, an adequate level of CIMDs cybersecurity is one of the most crucial elements that ensures patient safety and data
protection in the daily provision of healthcare services and it is pivotal to mitigating risks that can potentially have a negative impact on healthcare or clinical outcomes [15]. The European Parliament noted that “the regulatory framework for
AI must be developed with full respect for the rights enshrined in the Charter of
Fundamental Rights, and in particular with respect to the principles of data protection, privacy and security” [29, para.L]. One of the ways to demonstrate and
ensure that medical devices are designed and manufactured in a way that makes
them safe to use, suitable for their intended purpose, and compliant with regulatory requirements is through the application of standards that represent the current state of the art. However, there are currently few standards that address
cybersecurity, algorithmic integrity, and data governance issues – including input,
output, communication, storage, and data analytics – at device level and also
within the wider digital infrastructure that connects medical devices to each other
and the healthcare system.
Thus, we are currently at an important junction in the regulation and standardization of CIMDs. On the one hand, we are seeing promising initiatives and debates on the evolution of overarching regulatory frameworks for cybersecurity
and artificial intelligence, as well as several exciting initiatives about how medical
device regulation and standards should adapt and evolve to this new reality, highlighting an increased level of awareness amongst critical stakeholders. On the
other hand, this White Paper shows that more standards development and regulatory guidance work needs to be done to respond to the emerging challenges
raised by CIMDs and to provide procedural clarity for critical stakeholders such as
device manufacturers, software developers, and clinicians operating these devices on a day-to-day basis.
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1.2 White Paper Objectives
This paper examines the regulation and standardization of CIMDs, as well as the
critical challenges and risks faced by different stakeholders in the pre-market and
post-market phases of the medical device product lifecycle. This is a pressing, yet
under-researched area, at the intersection of cybersecurity and algorithmic governance in IoMT ecosystems, law and regulation, and digital healthcare. In order
to paint an accurate picture of the status quo in this domain, the paper provides
a comprehensive overview of the main published and in development standards
and guidelines that apply to CIMDs, focusing mainly on initiatives from the UK,
EU, and the US. The regulatory initiatives and standards are split into three categories pertaining to artificial intelligence, cybersecurity, and data governance.
The research focuses on these three critical issue areas because they are key
pillars of digital healthcare transformation.

The main question guiding this study is: How and to what extent do current
regulatory frameworks and standards address the critical challenges and unique
risks posed by Connected, Intelligent Medical Devices (CIMDs)?

In the paper, we identify seven areas highlighted by the stakeholders and the specialist literature consulted in this study as critical for further standards and guidance development, in order to provide clarity to current and emerging regulatory
initiatives and to support stakeholders through the development, implementation, testing, and post-market surveillance of connected, intelligent medical devices (Section 4). These findings form the basis to our recommendations, which
identify priority areas in the short and medium-term development of standards
and guidelines for CIMDs.

1.3 Research Methodology
This White Paper summarizes research findings that were carried out in the
Reg-MedTech Project at UCL between October 2021 and June 2022. Reg-MedTech
is funded by the PETRAS National Centre of Excellence in IoT Systems Cybersecurity (EPSRC no EP/S035362/1). The research comprised of the following:
•
•

Academic and grey literature review, including review of policy documents,
legislation, and regulation;
Expert commentary from members of the British Standards Institution (BSI),
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•

•

especially representatives of the BSI Healthcare Sector;
Interviews with 12 stakeholders including software developers, device manufacturers, clinicians, security practitioners, lawyers, standards-makers and
regulators (Appendix A);
A roundtable entitled “The Future of Medical Device Regulation and Standards: Dealing with Software Challenges”, held on 27 April 2022, organized in
collaboration with BSI and MHRA, with participation from key stakeholders
across the IoMT ecosystem (Figure 1). The event offered attendees from the
healthcare sector, regulatory agencies, standards-making organizations, professional associations, and academia an opportunity to convene and collectively discuss the critical opportunities and challenges arising from the deployment of CIMDs (Appendix B).

Standards
Makers

Device
Manufacturers

Researchers

Software
Developers

Clinicians

Regulators

Security
Practitioners

Lawyers

Figure 1: Representation of participants in the roundtable “The Future of Medical Device
Regulation and Standards: Dealing with Software Challenges”

The roundtable opened with a plenary session featuring keynote talks from Johan
Ordish (Head of Software and AI, Innovative Devices Division, MHRA) and Rob
Turpin (Head of Healthcare Sector, BSI) covering the latest regulatory responses
to software-based medical devices and how standards can best support these
regulatory developments. The keynotes were followed by small group discussions addressing the main hurdles that software developers and device manufacturers face pre- and post-market to demonstrate conformity and ensure an appropriate level of cybersecurity, data governance, and integrity of algorithmic
tools. Critical considerations about the deployment, use and monitoring of these
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devices in clinical settings were also addressed. Participants reflected on current
gaps in regulatory guidelines and standards and discussed priority areas for future standards development.
We provide several expert and practitioner quotes derived from our interviews
and the roundtable in this White Paper, which are captured in text boxes below.

2. Setting the Regulatory and Standards Landscape
Recognizing the potential of CIMDs to transform healthcare, public bodies in different jurisdictions have been taking policy and regulatory steps in the last few
years towards advancing the development and uptake of safe and effective new
healthcare technologies. However, the regulatory landscape applicable to CIMDs
remains complicated and exhibits variation in scope across jurisdictions. Overall,
in the last years, we have seen a variety of general framework regulations for cybersecurity and AI, as well as several principles, guidelines, and initiatives to support the uptake of digital solutions such as IoT or AI in healthcare, yet we continue
to struggle to put all the pieces together and assess whether and how these initiatives fill current gaps in the implementation of medical devices regulation.

“The regulation of the AI space is very complicated and also overlaps in a lot

of different regulatory authorities. This is a really challenging area, because
there are so many different stakeholder interests, different regulatory policies
and so many applications of AI. As such, having one regulation to rule them
all will be very difficult because there will be individual challenges to different
uses of AI” (Manufacturer, interview-004, 2022).

2.1 Latest regulatory responses to connected, intelligent
medical devices
Existing and emerging medical device regulations
To be lawfully marketed and put into service within the European Union, all medical devices and in vitro diagnostic medical devices must meet the CE marking
requirements and comply with the relevant EU regulatory frameworks. In 2017,
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two major regulations were adopted, which are highly relevant for medical device
“economic operators” such as manufacturers, authorized representatives, distributors or importers [30]. The two new regulations (EU Regulation 2017/745 on
medical devices (MDR) and EU Regulation 2017/746 on in vitro diagnostic medical
devices (IVDR)) are binding in their entirety and are directly applicable in all Member States [17, 18]. Prior to placing a medical device on the market and putting it
into service, the device must undergo an assessment of conformity, in accordance with the procedures set out in Article 52 and Annexes IX to XI of the MDR, to
demonstrate that it has fulfilled the requirements specified in the regulation and
ensure that the safety and performance of the device is as intended [17, 30]. The
conformity assessment followed is dependent on the classification of the device
in accordance with Annex VIII of the MDR and its inherent risk type: by way of illustration, the higher the risk, the higher level of regulatory requirements and
scrutiny [17]. The conformity assessment involves an audit of the manufacturer’s
quality system and, depending on the type of device, an assessment of technical
documentation of at least one representative device per generic group as specified in Chapters 1 and 111 of Annex IX [30]. The MDR, which applies from May
2021, introduced more stringent requirements for medical device software. Any
software providing prediction or prognosis of a disease or medical condition falls
under the scope of the MDR. As a result, manufacturers must address more explicit and stringent requirements before and after placing their software on the
market. However, because the two major regulatory changes that entered into
force in 2017 were drafted at a time when the use of ML or AI in healthcare was
in its inception, many aspects pertaining to these technologies were not explicitly
considered, such as the continuous or lifelong learning of AI tools or the detection of biases in AI algorithms. In addition, there is still a need for clear guidelines
on what specifically constitutes a ‘device’ when it comes to the use of software,
which may lead to an increased number of “combination products” or “borderline” devices that are confusing the existing product classification scheme [30].

Software with a medical purpose of “prediction and prognosis” falls within
the scope of the MDR and IVDR.
In the UK, the regulatory landscape for medical devices is changing. Currently,
medical devices are regulated under the Medical Device Regulation 2002 (UK
MDR 2002). The route to market and UKCA marking requirements are derived
from EU legislation prior to the implementation of the 2017 EU MDR, specifically
Directive 90/385/EEC on active implantable medical devices (EU AIMDD), Directive
93/42/EEC on medical devices (EU MDD) and Directive 98/79/EC on in vitro diag-
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nostic medical devices (EU IVDD) [31]. Recently, the MHRA consulted on a new
proposal for medical device regulation following the UK’s departure from the EU.
In its response to the consultation, the MHRA recognises that “current medical
device regulations contain few provisions specifically aimed at regulating SaMD
or AIaMD” and makes several proposals for amendments to the definition of
SAMDs and the classification rules for these devices [32].
In the USA, the FDA is responsible for regulating medical devices and radiation
emitting products [33]. The FDA “controls all procedures for the admission of a
medical device to the market” [30, pg.59] and evaluates device safety and effectiveness before and after it has reached the market [34]. Similar to the EU MDR,
the FDA classifies medical devices using a risk-based approach whereby the device classification will generally indicate the regulatory pathway: Class I being the
lowest risk, Class II moderate risk and Class III highest risk [15]. The intended use
and reasons for using the device determines the risk profile of the device [35]. As
the class of a device increases from I-III, the degree of risk also increases and, in
turn, the regulatory controls and scrutiny are simultaneously intensified [36]. If a
device is identified as Class I or II, and there are no exemptions present, a 510(k)
application can be pursued [36]. A 510(k) provides a market access pathway
“based on a new device being substantially equivalent to an already existing FDAcleared device, known as the predicate device” [37, pg.193]. For class III devices, a
premarket approval (PMA) application is needed, which is a much more stringent
process that does not compare a device to existing ones, but relies heavily on
device-specific data to determine its safety and performance, often generated
through clinical trials [36].

Latest AI initiatives
Recently, several initiatives have been proposed to address the regulatory challenges posed by software as standalone medical device and, increasingly, the use
of AI in or as a medical device. In 2021, the FDA issued the “Artificial Intelligence/
Machine Learning (AI/ML)-Based Software as a Medical Device (SaMD) Action
Plan” [7]. The plan outlines necessary measures to update processes to keep pace
with the needs of the ever evolving digital health technology market (including
adaptive algorithms) and proposes initiatives for real-world device performance
monitoring to manufactures and developers [7].
In 2021, the European Commission issued a proposal for an AI regulation (Artificial Intelligence Act), which lays down harmonised rules to govern AI applications
in the European Economic Area (EEA) [27]. The proposal emerged in response to
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a considerable concern over the increasing use of “algorithmic decision-making
systems” that are affecting social, economic, and fundamental rights [38, pg.1].
The aim of this proposal is to give users (professionals or individuals) and affected persons the confidence to adopt safe AI-based solutions, while encouraging
businesses to develop them [27]. A dominant feature of the proposal is that it
takes a risk-based approach and sets three main categories of risk (unacceptable
risk, high risk, and low or minimal risk), which are relevant to AI systems that are
within its scope [39]. The risk categories are fundamental in determining the regulatory consequences for different AI tools and systems. The AI Act proposal is
“applicable for all AI application areas, and does not reflect the specificities and
risks of AI in the healthcare domain” [40, p.iii]. Article 10 of the proposed AI Act
provides for the governance of training, validation and testing data sets, using
appropriate data governance and management practises to ensure that data
used in high-risk AI systems satisfy the quality criteria laid down in paragraphs 2
to 5 of the Article [41].
In March 2022, the European Parliament published a “draft opinion” on the AI Act
proposal [42]. The draft opinion places its focus mainly on issues pertaining to
the European Parliament’ Committee on Industry, Research and Energy (ITRE)
competences but also broader issues related to enhancing innovation, competitiveness, research, sustainability and future changes in industry [42]. The draft
opinion highlighted the need to lay out clearer guidelines for AI companies and
the need to provide simpler tools and more efficient resources to economic operators to cope with the AI Act proposal [42]. The draft opinion called for the development and uptake of high but realistic AI standards for accuracy, robustness,
cybersecurity, and data governance as they play a pivotal role in the development
of safe AI applications that protect fundamental rights.
Due to the lack of globally recognised frameworks that assess evidence generated in the use of AI-based medical devices, in 2021, the World Health Organization
(WHO) published a framework called “Generating Evidence for Artificial Intelligence-based Medical devices: A Framework for Training, Validation and Evaluation” [25]. The WHO framework is designed to provide several essential considerations used in the evaluation of clinical evidence regarding AIaMD, with the aim
to assist in the formulation of a general agreement for guiding validation, evidence generation, and reporting across the total product lifecycle (TPL) within a
global health context [25]. The framework is intended for current and future software developers, researchers, policy-makers and, other critical stakeholders involved in the development and deployment of AIaMD.
In May 2022, IMDRF published guidance N67 “Machine Learning-enabled Medical
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Devices (MLMD): Key Terms and Definitions”. The purpose of this guidance document is to raise awareness of key terms and definitions covering the Total Product Life Cycle (TPLC) to promote consistency, provide support for harmonization
efforts at global level, and a foundation for the development of future guidelines
related to MLMD [43]. This guidance document contains a reference to the BSIAAMI “White Paper for Medical Device AI” [44], demonstrating how standards development organisations can connect standards thought leadership to regulatory
thinking at an early stage.
To address some gaps in regulatory standards regarding software and AI as a
medical device, the UK’s Medicines and Healthcare products Regulatory Agency
(MHRA) is currently working on a programme to develop a framework that seeks
to lay out a high degree of patients and public protection, and at the same time
provide an exciting opportunity to advance UK stakeholders’ knowledge of responsible innovation for medical device software [3]. This initiative is called “Software and AI as a Medical Device Change Programme” and it includes eleven work
packages across two workstreams, including packages focusing on AI rigour, interpretability, and adaptivity [3]. The scope of the programme activity so far consists of eleven work packages structured in two workstreams. The first aims to
make fundamental reforms across the software as a medical device (SaMD) lifecycle. The second workstream reviews the critical challenges that AI can pose to
current medical device regulatory frameworks and is made up of three work
packages that operate in tandem with those described for software in general,
focusing on AI rigour, interpretability, and adaptivity [3].
Similarly, in May 2022, Australia’s Therapeutics Goods Administration (TGA) issued a draft guidance document on “Regulation of software based medical devices”, which provides important “information on the regulation of software that
meet the legislated definition of a medical device” [10]. This guidance is designed
to assist manufacturers and sponsors to better understand how the TGA interprets requirements, and thus indicates how best sectoral economic operators
can meet regulatory requirements.

Latest cybersecurity initiatives
In the USA, the FDA’s Centre for Devices and Radiological Health (CDRH) published the following guidance documents that are relevant for CIMDs cybersecurity:
•

2018 Draft Guidance: “Content of Premarket Submissions for Management of
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•

Cybersecurity in Medical Devices” [45]. The guidance outlines some beneficial
industry recommendations regarding cybersecurity device design, device labelling, and technical documentation to be included in premarket submissions
for devices with cybersecurity risk.
2022 Draft Guidance: “Cybersecurity in Medical Devices: Quality System Considerations and Content of Premarket Submissions” [46]. This draft guidance
supersedes the 2018 draft and indicates the significance of ensuring that medical devices are designed securely, enabling emerging cybersecurity risks to be
mitigated throughout the Total Product Life Cycle (TPLC), and to outline the
FDA’s recommendations more clearly for premarket submission content to
address cybersecurity concerns [46]. Taken together, the recommendations
are intended to support “security by design” principles.

In April 2019, the “EU Cybersecurity Act” presented “a cybersecurity certification
framework for ICT products, services and processes”, which would also include
connected devices [47]. The framework was designed with the aim to establish “a
unified standard for cybersecurity certification and avoid a disjointed approach
to product cybersecurity across different EU member states” [47]. The Act is one
component in the EU’s strategic actions to upsurge information systems and data
security. Soon after, the Medical Device Coordination Group (MDCG) published
MDCG 2019-16 (July 2020) “Guidance on Cybersecurity for Medical Devices” [48].
The guidance provides manufacturers, distributors, and other key stakeholders
with guidance on how to meet the relevant essential requirements of Annex 1 to
the MDR and IVDR with regards to cybersecurity.
In 2021, Australia’s TGA put in place the “Medical Device Cyber Security Guidance
for Industry” [49]. The guidance was created with the aim to assist Australia’s
medical device cybersecurity capability, and incorporate improved cybersecurity
practices throughout the medical device industry [49].
Worldwide, in 2020, the IMDRF’s Medical Device Cybersecurity Working Group
published guidance on “Principles and Practices for Medical Device Cybersecurity” [24]. A foundational concept of this document is to ensure security is incorporated into the end-to-end lifecycle of a medical device. Currently, the working
group is consulting on “Principles and Practices for the Cybersecurity of Legacy
Medical Devices” [50]. The main aim of this important piece of work is to foster a
harmonized approach to medical device cybersecurity at a global level and to
provide medical device cybersecurity guidance for stakeholders throughout the
device lifecycle [50].
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Latest data governance initiatives
In 2020, the European Commission published “A European Strategy for Data”,
motivated by finding ways to ensure that society can make better decisions with
“greater agency over data” [51]. There is also an emphasis on ensuring that Europe is competitive as a key player in the data economy by developing its connectivity capacities and cybersecurity. Furthermore, it stresses that there should remain strict protections and controls to ensure that the legal framework prioritizes
data protection, fundamental rights, safety, and security [41]. The strategy formulates four vital principles: 1) a cross-sectoral governance framework for data access and use; 2) investments in data, capabilities, infrastructures, and interoperability; 3) building competences and skills; and 4) establishing common European
data spaces. It also provides an international approach to making data available
for European firms.
In November 2020, the European Commission issued a proposal regulation on
European data governance (“Data Governance Act”) as part of its 2020 Data Strategy [52]. The proposal puts forward the basis for the reuse of certain data types
held by public sector bodies, such as confidential data or personal data in public
databases. The primary aim of this draft legislation is to build a competitive landscape that facilitates data sharing, while ensuring a level-playing field for different
actors and networks in the data economy [41]. It further proposes setting up a
board that will take the responsibility of creating best practices throughout different sectors and ensuring standardization, for instance, on matters of security and
access procedures [41].
In February 2022, the European Commission published its “Proposal for a Regulation on harmonized rules on fair access to and use of data” (Data Act) [53]. The
proposed Act is seen as a central pillar of the data strategy. The ambition behind
the proposal is to create a cross-sectoral governance framework for data access
and use, and to generate incentives for horizontal data sharing across sectors
[53]. The Data Act “leaves room for vertical legislation to set more detailed rules
for the achievement of sector-specific regulatory objectives, including in the
healthcare sector” [53, para.2]. Under Article 4, the draft Data Act proposes the
rights of users to access and use data generated as a result of using products and
their related services [53]. This particular proposition translates into a requirement for manufacturers or software developers to design their products in a way
that enables the data produced to be easily accessible and transparent [41]. Furthermore, the Data Act proposal encourages the formulation of interoperability
provisions in the European data governance framework [41]. The proposal was
open for feedback from interested stakeholders from March to May 2022 and the
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feedback will be presented to both the European Parliament and Council with the
aim of feeding into the legislative discussion. While the proposed 2020 Data Governance Act forms the processes and structures required to facilitate data exchanges, the 2022 Data Act proposal clarifies who can create value from data and
under which conditions. A potential consequence of the Data Act is setting up
clearer rules regarding the use of data generated by Internet of Things (IoT) devices [54].
In May 2022, the European Commission released a “Proposal for a regulation –
The European Health Data Space” (EHDS). This proposal aims to facilitate reuse
and sharing of data by third parties and “builds on the requirements that have or
will be imposed on software through the Medical Devices Regulation (MDR) and
the proposed Artificial Intelligence Act (AIA)” [55, para.9]. The reported objectives
of the EHDS are to: (i) enable individuals to easily access and control their electronic health data; and (ii) allow various actors to use electronic health data in a
lawful and secure way that preserves privacy and the fundamental rights of patients. Besides these framework legislative proposals and existing data protection regulations around the world, we note that data governance legislation has
not developed to the extent of cybersecurity and AI regulations at the moment.
This is a critical area for future legislative and regulatory development given the
importance of data to the integrity of artificial intelligence systems, cybersecurity,
and patient protection.
Overall, the legislative and regulatory landscape applicable to CIMDs is rapidly
changing, with the development of both framework initiatives tackling AI, cybersecurity, and data governance risks, as well as more activity on how to translate
and apply some of their principles in medical device regulations and guidance.
However, as reported by several stakeholders in our research, legislative and regulatory initiatives provide only the first step in the management of disruptive
emerging technologies and their associated risks, requiring further development
of guidance and standards to help critical stakeholders such as device manufacturers and clinical users develop, deploy, and monitor the safety and performance
of these devices in a responsible manner.
Another major challenge faced by regulators and standards-making organisations is to ensure that their interventions remain relevant and fit-for-purpose.
This is made more challenging by the pace of innovation and the evolving needs
in healthcare. An example of this is the emergence of AIaMDs, which can evolve
independently of the manufacturer or user, and have the potential to adapt and
change device performance and outcomes in real time, with limited understanding from the human supervising the process. Procedural clarity is paramount in
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this case, in terms of obligations for device manufacturers at each stage of development and post-market monitoring, as well as requirements for suppliers, users,
and even patients regarding the maintenance of these devices, from deployment
to the end of their lifecycle.

3. Research Overview
3.1 Areas of focus: artificial intelligence, cybersecurity,
and data governance
Artificial Intelligence (AI)
Artificial Intelligence use in connected medical devices is rapidly growing and is
one of the most promising areas of health innovation. AI is significantly impacting
people’s lives in different ways and plays a pivotal role in digital transformation
through its automated decision-making capabilities [5]. Yet, AI in the domain of
medical devices comes with its specific benefits and risks, requiring standards
and guidelines that provide clarity of regulatory requirements, from classification
to conformity assessment and post-market surveillance. As more AI innovation
occurs, regulators and standards makers must consider different “approaches
for addressing the safety and effectiveness of AI in the healthcare sector, including how international standards and other best practices are currently used to
support the regulation” [44, pg.11]. AI is not one technology, but a constellation
of techniques and processes, as depicted in Figure 2.

Device mimics human
intelligence to perform a given
task (e.g. medical diagnosis)

A subset of AI that learns to
perform given tasks from data
and improves with experience
A subset of ML that uses large
neural networks and big data
to better solve complex
problems

AI

Artificial
Intelligence
Machine
Learning

ML

DL

Deep
Learning

Figure 2: Overview of AI and associated subtypes , adapted from [56]
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As shown in Figure 2, “the subset of AI known as Machine Learning (ML) allows ML
models to be developed by training algorithms through analysis of data, without
models being explicitly programmed” [43, pg.4]. AI and its subtypes can be further divided into ‘locked’ systems whereby the system function does not change,
or ‘adaptive’ in which the system performs continual learning [44]. Deep learning
is a subset of ML that uses large neural network structures along with considerable data training to better solve complex problems [57]. Deep learning technologies are also in a stage of rapid development, which in turn challenges existing
regulatory frameworks. In particular, the use of these new data-driven technologies in CIMDs present new challenges to existing methods for ensuring medical
device safety and effectiveness, such as: how can device manufacturers demonstrate equivalence with software already on the market for AIaMDs with highly
adaptive learning; what verification and validation methods should be performed
pre-market to ensure clinical safety and performance; what monitoring and assurance processes should be implemented post-market to ensure the an AIaMD
maintains its originally declared characteristics and risk classification; what should
be done if the risk profile of the device changes and when should regulators be
notified?
Cybersecurity
CIMDs have been shown to have poor security specifications, which makes them
“open to manipulation that can result in outcomes such as administering fatal
doses of drugs, compromising patient data, or otherwise malfunctioning, putting
users’ health at risk” [58, pg.53]. The accelerated adoption and use of IoMT within
the healthcare sector has enabled real-time updates and created positive health
outcomes for both patients and clinicians, but also embedded critical security
vulnerabilities into an already old digital infrastructure, potentially leading to data
loss or identity and information theft [58]. Within the EU regulatory space, “both
the MDR and IVDR mandate consideration of medical device cybersecurity, and
the Medical Device Coordination Group (MDCG) in its guidance directs manufacturers on how to fulfil the relevant essential requirements of Annex I to the MDR
and IVDR with regard to cybersecurity” [48, 59]. However, cybersecurity remains
a challenge for standard-setting and certifying organisations on several grounds:
what should be the baseline for ensuring a connected medical device is developed with security from the onset and its security is maintained throughout its
lifecycle; how should security updates be performed; are there secure interoperability protocols when interacting with other devices within the network; what
should manufacturers and users such as clinicians do if a device is compromised?
These are only some of the critical questions not yet answered by current standards and guidelines for cybersecurity of CIMDs.
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Data Governance
IoMT and AI systems deployed in healthcare cannot realise their full potential
without data. AI enabled medical devices in general need a considerable amount
of data, both personal and non-personal, to perform their expected functions
[60]. Combining IoMT and AI require constant data collection, transfer, and cloud
storage where a lot of data processing and analytics occurs. While discussions
about the quality and integrity of this data are on the rise, there is still considerable opaqueness about how organisations govern and manage risks associated
with data use in digital healthcare, especially for CIMDs. There are several critical
data governance considerations that remain unclear, ranging from data collection practices and data quality at the input level, how data used for algorithmic
processing is audited, how securely data is stored, to name but a few. Thus, in the
IoMT world, it is critical to have adequate, clear, and comprehensive data governance guidelines and standards that help organisations implement appropriate
levels of risk management and protection for their data-reliant medical devices.

3.2 Key Research Output: Standards Map for CIMDs
To support the achievement of regulatory objectives, medical device standards
have been developed and used to demonstrate conformity to medical device regulations. In the European Economic Area (EEA), harmonised standards are developed and agreed by the three officially recognized European Standardization Organizations: the European Committee for Standardization (CEN), the European
Committee for Electro technical Standardization (CENELEC), and the European
Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI). “They are created following a request from the European Commission to one of these organisations. Medical device manufacturers, other economic operators, or conformity assessment bodies
can use harmonised standards to demonstrate that products, services, or processes comply with relevant EU legislation” [30, pg.6].
Examples of harmonised standards include: the ISO 13485: 2016 – Quality management systems that provides the comprehensive quality management system
framework for the design and manufacture of medical devices, ISO 14791:2019 –
Application of risk management to medical devices that provides fundamental guidance on a product’s intended use, determination of potential hazards, risk mitigation, and post-marketing surveillance methods, and the IEC 62304:2006/AMD1:
2015 Medical device software - Software life cycle processes that lays out a software
lifecycle process for medical devices and refers to ISO 14971 in matters of risk
management. Alongside these harmonised standards, there are several supportTHE PETRAS NATIONAL CENTRE OF EXCELLENCE FOR IoT SYSTEMS CYBERSECURITY
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ing standards, such as guidance documents, that help several stakeholders adopt
best practice [30]. The Medical Device Guidance Documents (MEDDEV) published
by the European Commission are “the most used guidelines by manufacturers of
medical devices, promoting a common approach to the implementation of the
procedures. They are not legally binding, but they have been written in cooperation with regulators, notified bodies, industry representatives and many other
expert organizations. Many standards need to be taken into account when developing a medical device, especially when software is included and each of them
tackles a particular issue” [30, pg.35]. Medical device standards can be vertical
(address all safety requirements for an individual product group), but more commonly are horizontal (one safety requirement for multiple devices) or process
standards (quality, risk, software lifecycle). There are also other general standards covering software safety, security, and performance, developed by health
informatics or even general artificial intelligence or information security standards committees.
Evidence from our interviews and roundtable shows that stakeholders are not
always clear about the standards, best practice, and regulatory guidance available for them in the process of developing, deploying, and monitoring the performance of CIMDs. In order to have a picture of the standards status quo addressing medical device cybersecurity, algorithmic integrity, and data governance, the
Reg-MedTech project developed an interactive, free access mapping tool of existing and in progress standards that apply for CIMDs [1]. A screen shot of the tool
is presented in Figure 3.
The mapping tool comprises of the main published and in development standards that apply to CIMDs (Figure 3). The standards are split in three categories
pertaining to artificial intelligence, cybersecurity, and data governance. For each
of the categories, our research has identified three types of standards:
•

•

Regulatory standards and guidance documents. These are documents that
further specify regulatory requirements for medical devices and digital healthcare. They are generally used to demonstrate conformity to regulatory requirements (e.g. EU harmonized, UK designated). Medical device standards
can be vertical (e.g. address all safety requirements for an individual product
group) but more commonly are horizontal (e.g. address one safety requirement for multiple devices) or process standards (e.g. address quality, risk, device lifecycle management).
Principles and guidelines. These are supporting documents that set principles and guidelines pertaining to medical devices and digital healthcare. They
are generally voluntary.
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•

General standards. These are documents that provide baseline good practice and/or guidance on how to implement, test, or assess digital technologies
and systems pertaining to the integrity of AI systems, cybersecurity, and data
governance in general and specifically in the healthcare sector. They are mostly horizontal standards.

Figure 3: Standards Map for CIMDs: overview of standards by area of focus
Our findings from the development of the Standards Map for CIMDs show that
there are several standards and guidelines that currently apply to medical devices and, in some cases, help developers demonstrate conformity with regulatory
requirements and inform their risk management and lifecycle monitoring processes. However, some of these standards have been in place for a while and
require updates to better capture the critical cybersecurity, algorithmic, and data
governance challenges presented above. For example, ISO 13485: 2016 – Quality
management systems for medical devices mentions software explicitly, following
the categorisation of SaMD guidance published by the IMDRF [11]. However, ISO
13485 does not mention AIaMD, leading to the need to interpret the requirements for this particular application. Moreover, ISO/IEC TR 29119-11: 2020 – Software and systems engineering - Software testing - Part 11: Guidelines on the testing of
AI-based systems states in paragraph 4.3.3.2.3: “AI-specific requirements for safety-related AI-based systems are currently [in 2020] poorly covered by standards
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and in most domains are reliant on pre-existing standards written for conventional (non-AI) systems” [61]. Some of these standards (e.g. IEC 61508 Functional
safety of electrical/electronic/programmable electronic safety-related systems - Part 3:
Software requirements and ISO 26262 Road vehicles - Functional safety - Part 4: Product development at the system level) actually specify that AI-based systems which
are non-deterministic should not be used for higher-integrity systems [61].
At the other end of the spectrum, general cybersecurity, artificial intelligence, and
data governance standards and guidelines are starting to emerge, but it is not yet
clear the extent to which they can be used in conjunction with existing medical
device standards or they will need to be translated and adapted to align to sector-specific regulatory requirements. For example, IEC 80001-1:2021 - Application
of Risk Management for IT-Networks Incorporating Medical Devices: Safety, effectiveness and security in the implementation and use of connected medical devices or
connected health software has recently changed. Among the new specifications, it
provides for the provision of accompanying documentation relating to the connectivity of the device. Unfortunately, not all chapters are clearly explained; for
example, the security categorization or security requirements of the system are
not explained.
Finally, our review of existing standards relevant to CIMDs also demonstrates a
clear gap in data governance standards, spanning from how data quality and integrity are assessed, how data are used in algorithmic training, how datasets and
databases are audited and maintained. Thus, most horizontal standards identified in the data governance cluster of the CIMDs standards map focus on health
informatics and information security management in healthcare pertaining to the
confidentiality, integrity and availability of personal health data (e.g. ISO 27799:
2016 – Health informatics).
Below, we provide further details of the main findings that have arisen from our
analysis of the existing standards landscape relevant to CIMDs:

3.2.1 Need to update horizontal standards for medical devices
The current regulatory and standards landscape for CIMDs pertaining to AI and
cybersecurity is multi-layered and complex. Transposing horizontal standards
into sector-specific or clinical application standards could lessen this complexity.
A very good example of such an initiative would be the development of a single
standard for connected medical device cybersecurity, which could borrow from
the baseline security measures introduced in the ESTI EN 3030645: Cybersecurity
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for consumer IoT: baseline requirements standard and the sector-specific guidance
highlighted in the IMDRF’s Principles and Practices for Medical Device Cybersecurity.
Similar standards-development initiatives could be achieved in relation to managing data and algorithmic bias in medical devices, translating existing and emerging standards such as ISO/ IEC TR 24027:2021 – Bias in AI Systems and AI aided decision-making into sector specific ones.
We also highlight the need to update current horizontal standards in the healthcare sector to reflect issues pertaining to continuous connectivity, compromise
management and reporting, and data governance issues. Examples of general
standards that could be updated to fill in this gap include:
•

ISO/HL7 27931: 2009 - Health Level Seven Version 2.5 which is a data exchange
standard in healthcare IT environments that can also be used in the medical
device sector.

•

ISO/IEC TR 24028: 2020 IT - Information technology - Artificial intelligence - Overview of trustworthiness in artificial intelligence. This standard “is not specific to
any particular domain, but it provides examples from the healthcare sector.
The standard summarizes important hazards and threats as well as common
risk minimization measures” [62].

3.2.2 Gap in software-based medical device lifecycle standards
and organizational processes
Under most regulatory frameworks currently in place, medical device manufacturers are broadly responsible for the safety and effectiveness of their products
throughout their entire lifecycle, from its development to its post-market surveillance. “The concept of a lifecycle for medical devices is adopted from the broader
idea of a product lifecycle (PLC). Like all products, medical devices begin their
lives in a manufacturing plant, then sold to the end user and may be used until
the natural end of their lifecycle” [63]. As such, this creates “a need for rigorous
pre-market trials and post-market surveillance activities to monitor the performance of medical devices” [63]. The effective management of medical devices
throughout their lifecycle is a crucial process that provides value for the manufacturer and the end user. As medical devices transition through each stage of their
lifecycle, they are subject to new types of processes, testing, and regulatory requirements [64].
For SaMDs, the lifecycle process covers all stages in a software’s life including
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product idea, development, installation, maintenance, problem management, all
the way to the deinstallation and the end of the product’s life [64]. All software
related standards such as IEC 62304:2006/AMD1: 2015 Medical device software Software life cycle processes and the FDA software validation guidance document
[65] stipulate that medical device manufacturers follow these lifecycle processes.
However, we still see a gap in software-based medical device lifecycle standards
and organizational processes.
For example, harmonized standard IEC 62304:2006/AMD1: 2015 Medical device
software - Software life cycle processes contains a number of processes for medical
device software development and maintenance that firms follow in order to implement medical device software best practices and to streamline the process of
achieving regulatory approval [30]. However, this standard does not provide full
guidance on all the necessary processes required or system level activities such
as validation and release. IEC 62304: 2006 states: “This standard does not cover
validation and final release of the medical device, even when the medical device
consists entirely of software” [66, pg.17]. Since validation is one of the requirements under most of the regulatory frameworks and is performed in order to
ensure the quality of the software and confirm that the software is working in its
intended use, another validation method is required. “As a result, IEC 62304 roles
off system processes to aligned standards such as ISO 13485: 2016 – Quality management systems, which provides the comprehensive quality management system
framework for the design and manufacture of medical devices and ISO 14971:2019
– Application of risk management to medical devices which provides fundamental
guidance on a product’s intended use, determination of potential hazards, risk
mitigation, and post marketing surveillance methods” [30, pg.108].

3.2.3 Gap in data governance standards
Supporting the development and deployment of connected AIaMDs is dependent
on transparent, reliable, and fair data governance and management practices.
This aspect is also recognised in the EU AI Act proposal, which introduces a requirement for data governance of high-risk AI systems (Art 10) [27]. To ensure
data integrity, adequate data governance rules, processes, and standards must
be applied throughout the entire data lifespan. Data governance is also strictly
linked to data ownership and accountability, and “should consider the design,
operation, and monitoring of processes/systems in order to comply with data
integrity requirements, including control over all changes to data. Data governance systems should also ensure that data are readily available and accessible for
review” [67, pg.17].
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“Essential to ensuring integrity of algorithms (and this isn’t captured in standards) is the diversity of clinical data we have access to; organizations internally
have to grapple with the algorithms that are over fitting the datasets that they
have.” (Manufacturer, Roundtable, 2022).

At the moment, there are very few standards that address the data component of
CIMDs – from input, output, communication, storage, and analytics – at the device
level and also at the wider digital infrastructure that connects medical devices to
each other and wider systems. One of the few standards that address the data
component of CIMDs is ISO/IEEE 11073-10201:2020 Health informatics - Device interoperability - Part 10201: Point-of-care medical device communication. This standard
covers communication between different medical devices and between medical
devices and other IT systems for information and for command and control. The
standard was designed to provide “real-time plug-and-play interoperability” for patient-connected medical devices and facilitate the efficient exchange of patient-related data and medical device related data, acquired at the point-of-care (POC), in
all healthcare environments [68].
Another example is IEEE 11073-10207-2017 Point-of-care medical device communication Part 10207: Domain Information and Service Model for Service-Oriented Point-ofCare Medical Device Communication standard. This standard provides support of the
exchange of medical information between medical devices and external computer
systems [69].
Yet, we are still missing data governance standards that directly address data quality management requirements and data quality process frameworks for AIaMDs.
Roundtable participants involved in our research also pointed out the need for
clear guidance on data collection and creation for AI development. This challenge
is recognised more broadly, because building an AI system “requires substantial
amounts of data and the process is highly iterative” [70, pg.29]. This process is complex and “may require several rounds of training, testing, and evaluation until the
desired outcome is achieved, with data playing an important role at each step” [71,
pg.9].

“We are also faced with lack or the challenge of clarity on data to be collected

post-implementation in a real intended use environment in the case of dynamic AI algorithm.” (Start-up, Roundtable, 2022).
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3.2.4 Gap in data quality standards for AI-based medical devices
and AIaMDs
The European Council acknowledged that “high-quality data are essential for the
development of Artificial Intelligence” [72, para.20]. Data quality is crucial in determining performance of AIaMD. However, it is recognised that “there are many
aspects that contribute to data quality, including the completeness, correctness,
and appropriateness of the data, annotation, bias, and consistency in labelling of
the data” [73, para.3]. Our standards mapping exercise identified that there is
need for additional information regarding factors that affect data quality in AIbased systems. We also found that the standards addressing data quality in the
development and use of AIaMD are largely missing.

“Data quality is the greatest obstacle for AI-based MDs and IVD-MDs and this

is derived from the fact that ML-based devices require vast amounts of data
to deliver safe and effective outcomes.” (Software Developer, interview-008,
2022).

3.3 Key Research Output: “The Future of Medical Device
Regulation and Standards: Dealing with Software Challenges” Roundtable
On 27 April 2022, the Reg-MedTech project held a roundtable with over 45 participants from across all critical stakeholder groups in the CIMD space, including
device manufacturers, software developers, clinicians, and regulators (among
others). The event aimed to elicit expert guidance on what is critically missing in
the current regulation and standards landscape for CIMDs. Figure 4 show one of
the data gathering exercises conducted during the event to identify the main
challenges encountered during the development, approval or post-marketing
monitoring of CIMDs.
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Figure 4. Activity 1 (data gathering exercise using Miro board) at “The Future of Medical
Device Regulation and Standards: Dealing with Software Challenges” Roundtable

We received 38 responses that highlighted different challenges across the three
research focus areas of our study – artificial intelligence, cybersecurity, and data
governance. Among them, what stood out the most are: limited AI guidance and
best practices, lack of cybersecurity standards for dynamic algorithms within the
IoMT ecosystem, and determining how data quality should be assessed and assured. The findings from this roundtable activity validated some of the initial findings derived from the development of the Standards Map for CIMDs (Table 1).
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Table 1: Challenges faced by CIMD stakeholders – Summary of responses to
Activities 1-3 at “The Future of Medical Device Regulation and Standards:
Dealing with Software Challenges” Roundtable” (See Appendix C)

Artificial Intelligence

Cybersecurity

Data Governance

Lack of regulatory guidance Foreseeing future cyber- Lack of data access,
on how to make updates to security threats
both for de-velopment
AI models in a timely fashion
and for evidence ge(similar to FDA’s ACP concept)
ner-ation in line with
standards (e.g. demographic data)
Unsure as to how existing Fraud detection (e.g. Cloud suppliers standsoft-ware-related standards, when end users try to ards
which concentrate on gaining “fool” an algorithm with
pre-market approval, can be imitation target input)
used for dynamic medical device algorithms that may
adapt once deployed
Difficulty in updating ML Cybersecurity for dynam- Uncertainty as to pamodels as data or context re- ic algo-rithms within con- tient data sharing
quires
nected medical devices
Ensuring that the data the ML Awareness, acceptance, Lack of established
model is initially trained on is and adop-tion of Privacy technical solu-tions to
representative of the opera- Enhancing Tech-nologies key challenges (such as
tional environment
(PETs)
bias and drift)
Lack of regulatory guidance Management of identi- Lack of mechanisms to
on what constitutes a major fied vulner-abilities and obtain ground truth
change (i.e. change in input, cybersecurity issues
data during post mararchitecture) and how to
ket surveillance
keep up with the pace of innovation
Regulatory frameworks not Clear
communication Determining how data
up to date with changes in AI and aware-ness of soft- quality should be asware update period
sessed and assured
Verification of design outputs Lack of clarity for when Limited clarity over
for black box AIaMD
regulatory
documents amount of data reneed updating if up-grad- quired to show efficacy
ing software
and safety
Lack of guidance on best Cybersecurity training for Limited post market
practices for integrating AI device users, such as cli- surveillance data
development into an ISO nicians
13485 compliance quality
management system (QMS)
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Crosscutting challenges
• Unknown support from vendor over the lifetime of the device
• Classifying device when its use changes with the user
• Defining boundary between IoT and the cloud
• Lack of clarity on clinical validation requirements
• Recognition of SaMD as a product separate from its hardware requirements
• Ensuring robust performance in extreme contexts
• Clear, agreed essential requirements
• No agreed trust model for the medical ecosystem
• Limited clarity on amount of evidence/type of evidence required for approval
• Confounding of design/ technical solutions with actual standards

4. Findings: Critical Challenges with Connected, Intelligent Medical Devices
Based on the research and engagement underpinning this White Paper, we now
highlight seven critical areas where further standards, guidelines, and regulatory
guidance can be created to support stakeholders through the development, implementation, testing, post-market surveillance, and use of connected, intelligent
medical devices. Our analysis has shed light on some of the critical challenges
faced by different stakeholders in relation to existing regulations and standards
applicable to CIMDs, summarised here:
•

The fast pace of digital innovation we see in CIMDs, especially in AI, is challenging the medical devices field, which is a strictly regulated domain and one
where standards have been critical in providing guidelines for how to comply
with regulatory requirements. This gap between technological advancements
and existing obligations or best practices presents many challenges to the industry stakeholders such as software developers or medical device manufacturers seeking to place their devices on the market, while potentially putting
patients at risk. Dynamic learning AI-based medical devices or AIaMDs raise
particularly serious concerns about how established risk and lifecycle management processes specified in current medical device standards and guidance can be used to ensure the integrity, safety, and performance of these
devices.

•

The expanding use of CIMDs in the delivery of healthcare services also introduces a number of potentially significant cybersecurity risks. Cybersecurity
risks are relatively well known, but these can be difficult to assess in situations
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where devices are in constant use, when it comes to both the type of threat
and the extent of possible consequences. Some medical devices have poor
security specifications such as default passwords, unclear software update
policies, no specified coverage over the device lifecycle, and an unclear incident or vulnerability reporting policy. Moreover, there is a considerable divergence within the industry on the best ways to effectively address cybersecurity issues specific to CIMDs. Standards for incident reporting are key to making
reporting clear and to understanding the cause of the incident.
•

We currently have a critical gap in standards and regulatory guidelines development pertaining to data management and governance as an underpinning
and crosscutting issue that can ultimately either undermine or enable the responsible, safe, and equitable development and deployment of CIMDs.

“There is a need to make sure that regulation is able to keep up with innovation, but regulation must not hinder innovation. I think there is definitely
room for regulatory innovation” (Manufacturer, interview-003, 2022).

4.1 The chain of responsibility and liability
The issues of responsibility and liability in case of a security breach or the malfunctioning of a device due to input or output errors caused by AI software are
complex. Current product liability legislation was not written with software in
mind. When cybersecurity breaches or algorithmic failures occur, identifying the
source or cause of the failure is not straightforward and, in several cases, does
not constitute a product “defect” as understood thus far. Consequently, the question of responsibility between software developers, manufacturers, vendors,
users, and other stakeholders within the supply chain arise. In this study, we highlight a critical gap in current legislation and emerging regulation setting clearer
responsibility lines and liability rules for AI-based tools, especially in safety-critical
sectors such as healthcare.

“A challenge continues to exist in current national and international regulations concerning who should be held accountable or liable for errors or failures of AI systems, especially in medical AI.” (Lawyer, interview-002, 2022).
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Sector-specific regulatory guidelines and standards can help clarify software lifecycle quality controls and risk management processes, which can help organisations achieve more clarity regarding their responsibility and accountability for the
outcomes of AI-based medical devices and human oversight of AI systems.

“I think sector specific standards are needed to assign and bolster responsibility and accountability adequately to all actors in the AI workflow in medical
practice, including the manufacturers, thus providing incentives for applying
all measures and best practices to minimise errors and harm to the patients.”
(Manufacturer, Roundtable, 2022).

This need is also supported by the European Parliament Resolution on ‘civil liability for AI, which states that liability rules should cover all operations of AI systems,
“irrespective of where the operation takes place and whether it happens physically or virtually” [74, para.11].
The accountability or responsibility challenge is also compounded by the fact that
CIMDs are open to software extensions, updates, and patches after they have
been placed on the market. Any change to the software of the device may affect
its functionality, operational risk profile, and ultimately its capacity to operate as
expected or cause harm. As shown in the specialist literature, “a brain stimulation
device’s software could be remotely updated or given automated direction by an
algorithm. If the data are changed in an unauthorized manner, AI software instructions could increase the electrical stimulus beyond its typical thresholds,
causing brain damage” [75, pg.1566]. The need for a preventative approach by
way of setting or updating relevant sector specific standards is especially important given the speed and scale at which these technologies now operate.
Most stakeholders that participated in our roundtable highlighted that, when cybersecurity breaches occur, multiple failures at various levels are involved. Consequently, we may need to look at shared responsibility models that can be applied across the medical device supply and use chain including software developers, manufacturers, suppliers, authorized representatives, sub-contractors, importer, distributors, and vendors in order to address the software liability issue.
As highlighted by the Scientific Foresight Unit of the European Parliament, “AI
regulation could include the notion of emergent harms by including post-deployment monitoring and (re)assessment in order to take account of the divergent
paths AI systems and models often take after their initial conception, and how
they pose different problems to oversight depending on the use” [41, pg.60].
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4.2 Risk and classification of medical devices
A striking observation that has emerged from our review of the standards and
regulatory space for CIMDs is the absence of compliance tools for assessing AIbased medical devices against approved European Standards. Currently the medical device industry does not have harmonised standards that specifically address
the unique performance aspects of AI technologies [76]. For example, the “ISO
14971 - Application of risk management to medical devices has consistently demonstrated its usefulness in assessing the safety of medical technologies that function in the same manner and do not change with use over time” [76, pg.5]. However, data-driven medical technologies with adaptive algorithms may well present one risk profile during the initial product development process and a different
risk profile after the device has been deployed for use with patients. The validation of adaptive algorithms could be harmonised and strengthened to assess and
identify these multi-faceted risks and limitation [76].
The draft EU AI Act proposes the adoption of a risk-based approach to classifying
AI tools and their application and it is likely that most AI tools that are either part
of a medical device or a medical device themselves will fall under the “high risk”
classification. However, at this point in time, it is unclear how emerging regulations addressing general AI or cybersecurity risks will align with existing medical
device regulations. Furthermore, sector and clinical application-specific guidelines and standards for AI-based medical devices are needed to further understand, qualify, and manage emerging risks, especially if these can introduce substantial risks and uncertainties. AI-based medical device lifecycle management
standards are also lacking, though critical in this space.

“In the early stages of our small start-up, it was the lack of clarity on clinical

validation requirements. Connected with that, lack of access to certain data
with protected characteristics, it is challenging to discuss. Lack of clarity and
clinical validation and linking in with risk classification devices and what clinical data is required to validate changes made to the device, adding in different indications.” (Start-up, Roundtable, 2022).

“It would be ideal to have a more robust standardisation and regulatory

framework to define basics, such as classification; there should be more specific classification for AI.” (Product Assessor, Roundtable, 2022).
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In CIMDs, the potential risks and critical challenges associated with AI are multi-dimensional and occur at different levels, depending on the type of algorithm
being developed and deployed. For example, locked algorithm risks would be
different from those posed by an adaptive algorithm (also referred to as continuous learning). Equally, supervised algorithms present a different set of challenges
and requirements to those based on unsupervised learning. As highlighted in the
specialist literature, this “raises the question: how do we regulate software that is
continuously learning or changing its output in response to new data? Over time,
these kinds of changes might introduce unknown risks, overriding existing risk
profiles originally envisioned by developers and regulator” [77, pg.7]. In addition,
some ML models can be sensitive to small changes in their data, thus it could become problematic to quantify the risks associated with these incremental changes [58]. The complexities of these new AI technologies and the challenges of deploying them have put a spotlight on the lack of AI standards across many sectors,
including the healthcare sector, in different jurisdictions. To address these issues,
the UK’s National Institution for Health and Care Excellence (NICE) “recommends
developing a separate standard for artificial intelligence with adaptive algorithm”
[77]. As pointed out in the NICE recommendation, it is also pivotal to ensure that
new regulatory requirements and standards do not hamper innovation or become new restrictions to stakeholders’ ambitions to develop and market new
technologies but rather help contribute towards business growth and opportunities. CIMDs with embedded self-learning algorithms and adaptive nature capability warrant new regulatory approaches that would ensure patient safety and improve patient care [77]. Existing standards and guidance such as IEC 62304:2006/
AMD 1: 2015 – Medical device software – Software life cycle processes, MDCG-2020-3
– Guidance on significant changes and even ISO 13485 2016 – Quality management
systems for medical devices may be insufficient for some of CIMDs with dynamic
algorithms in demonstrating conformity to the IVDR and MDR.
As with all medical devices, AI-based healthcare technologies are subject to regulatory scrutiny based on the risk they pose to patients [20, 78]. This translates into
a requirement on manufacturers to provide a risk classification for medical devices. In the USA, for instance, “Class I devices, such as software that solely displays
readings from a continuous glucose monitor pose the lowest risk. Class II devices
are considered to be moderate to high risk, and may include AI software tools
that analyse medical images such as mammograms and flag suspicious findings
for a radiologist to review” [78, pg.7]. The majority of devices that fall under “Class
II undergo what is known as a 510(k) review, in which a manufacturer demonstrates that its device is “substantially equivalent” to an existing device on the
market with the same intended use and technological characteristics” [78, pg.7].
Similar to these FDA rules, manufacturers can gain the EU’s CE mark of conformTHE PETRAS NATIONAL CENTRE OF EXCELLENCE FOR IoT SYSTEMS CYBERSECURITY
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ity under the MDR by demonstrating equivalence with another product, reducing
costs from performing de novo clinical studies.
However, stakeholders such as the USA Patient Network [79] have criticized the
FDA’s 510(k) pathway for not adequately guaranteeing medical device safety and
effectiveness and for increasing the burden on patients and clinicians to figure
out which devices are safe, including AIaMDs. They have highlighted that “the
510(k) clearance can lead to chains of medical devices that claim substantial
equivalence to each other, but over years may diverge substantially from the
original device” [20, pg.15]. “For example, the AI-based medical device Arterys
Oncology DL, cleared in 2018, which is indicated to assist with liver and lung cancer diagnosis, can be traced back to cardiac imaging software cleared in 1998,
which was considered as substantially equivalent to devices marketed prior to
1976” [20, pg.16]. Then, the main challenge for AI medical devices with continuous learning from clinical application is that may produce outputs that differ from
what was initially submitted for regulatory review or approval and what would
otherwise be expected from that device’s performance. As highlighted in our
roundtable, classifying and placing a SaMD or AIaMD on the market, especially
when using “substantial equivalence”, doesn’t necessarily mean that its risk profile will remain the same once the device is deployed and, in fact, its risk profile
can change multiple times throughout its lifecycle, with limited awareness from
both clinical staff and patients.

4.3 Managing cybersecurity risks and vulnerabilities
Embedded connectivity and intelligence have also exposed vulnerabilities to patient safety and device functionality across the medical device lifecycle. Manufacturers, healthcare providers and public authorities face novel challenges in ensuring secure, safe, and usable medical devices [80, pg.5].
Cybersecurity attacks can fatally disrupt a medical device’s basic functions or
availability, and may render hospital networks unavailable, delaying patient care
[81]. A recent study conducted by Cynerio found critical security vulnerabilities in
over 50% of connected medical devices and over 70% of IV pumps, stemming
from maintaining default passwords or settings, issues with updating obsolete
software, and long lifecycles of devices that are in continuous use as part of the
healthcare infrastructure [82].
Our analysis shows that the main cybersecurity challenges being faced by differTHE PETRAS NATIONAL CENTRE OF EXCELLENCE FOR IoT SYSTEMS CYBERSECURITY
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ent healthcare organisations involved in the deployment and use of CIMDs include: unclear password protection guidelines, poor security practices, unclear
device management and software update policies, human errors, limited security
awareness, limited coordinated incident response, huge constrains on budget
and resources for prioritising device and network security, and limited understanding of vulnerabilities within a clinical setting or the entire medical systems.
There are a number of highly publicized incidents in which hackers have uncovered cybersecurity vulnerabilities in connected medical devices or device software that would potentially allow them to gain remote access and control their
operation. Examples of such incidents include:
•

•
•

•
•

•
•

• In 2016, St. Jude’s pacemakers were subject to a “battery drain” and “crash
attack” that resulted in the FDA issuing a safety communication outlining potential vulnerabilities to cyberattacks in this manufacturer’s implantable cardiac pacemaker products. This was one of the first major events in the medical
device industry that drew attention to the cybersecurity risks of cardiac implantable electronic devices [83].
• In 2016, researchers discovered that three different types of Johnson & Johnson’s insulin pumps can be exploited and cause insulin overdoses in diabetic
patients. The manufacturer issued a warning to patients though it described
the risk as low. The three vulnerabilities were associated with wireless communication, weak pairing, and transmission assurance issues. The specialist
literature noted that using industry standard encryption with a unique key
pair would mitigate some of these issues [84].
• In October 2018, cybersecurity vulnerabilities were identified in two models
of Medtronic’s programmers that were used with implantable devices such as
pacemakers, implantable defibrillators, cardiac resynchronization devices,
and implantable cardiac monitors [85]. The FDA confirmed that when the programmers are connected to the Internet, the connection to the Medtronic network could be exploited and allow an unauthorized user to change the functionality of the implanted device during the device implantation procedure or
during follow-up visits [86].
• In 2019, the FDA issued a safety communication, warning patients and healthcare providers that some of Medtronic’s insulin pumps were being recalled
due to potential cybersecurity vulnerabilities. The FDA was concerned that vulnerabilities identified in such high-risk devices could harm patients by stopping insulin delivery or overdosing it. As a result, the FDA recommended patients to replace affected pumps with models that are better equipped to pro-
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tect them from these risks [87].
•
•

• In early 2020, the FDA also notified the industry of cybersecurity vulnerabilities in clinical information servers widely used in healthcare environments.
According to the FDA, the vulnerabilities could potentially “allow an attacker to
remotely take control of a device” connected to the server, and silence patient
monitor alarms, generate false alarms, or otherwise interfere with their intended function [88].

“There is a lack of clarity on when regulatory documents need updating
when upgrading software.” (Manufacturer, Roundtable, 2022).

As already highlighted in the literature, it is of vital importance that “manufacturers consider an effective cybersecurity strategy that addresses possible cybersecurity risks not only during development but throughout the life of the software
medical device. This means measures to ensure safe, secure, and effective transfer and utilisation of information among CIMDs have to be in place” [81, pg.21].
Another issue with compromised devices is that they can become a vulnerable
entry point to the entire IoMT ecosystem, as highlighted in the case of cybersecurity vulnerabilities that were identified in two models of Medtronic programmers
above. Together, these cases illustrate the increasing concerns in the public domain about the cybersecurity of CIMDs. Thus, the link between medical device
security and its safety and performance has never been stronger. When security
specifications are not appropriate, hackers could alter the intended performance
of software through several interventions such as “deactivating features; delaying, interfering, or interrupting communications; or altering programming” [58].
Lastly, many Internet-connected medical devices, such as remote patient monitoring or heart rate monitoring devices store or transmit patient data. Once a
device is compromised, it could have consequences for the integrity of the data
and the wellbeing of the patient. To address some of these concerns, in 2020, the
Emirate of Abu Dhabi Department of Health outlined several domains critical to
ensuring IoMT ecosystem security (Figure 5).
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4.4 Legacy components: devices are the endpoint of a
larger digital healthcare infrastructure
Medical devices and software are generally in constant and long-term use and
many can develop vulnerabilities, especially if they do not support or stopped
supporting patches. While this is a reality in the medical device sector, legislators are continually updating the regulatory frameworks for medical devices to
address some of these concerns, as we have seen in Europe with EU Regulation 2017/745 (MDR) and EU Regulation 2017/746 (IVDR), as well as international
standards such as IEC 62366-1 (IEC usability) or IEC 62304 (software lifecycle).
This raises the question of how different stakeholders deal with legacy devices.
The vast majority of medical devices and the supporting ICT and digital infrastructures in healthcare are considered “legacy systems” that cannot be patched due
to expired software update policies, limited availability of alternative solutions,
or certification requirements [89]. Continuously adding new connected devices
to legacy systems can increase vulnerabilities by expanding the attack surface
[90]. Legacy software from the perspective of the IEC 62304: 2015 is interpreted
as “software (part of a medical device or standalone software) that was placed on
the market in accordance with the legal requirements in force [at the time] but
that no longer meets today’s requirements (especially IEC 62304)” [91]. Here, “at
the time” refers to March 2015, the date of application of the current version of
IEC 62304.
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Legacy medical devices are particularly problematic for cybersecurity because
they are inherently more vulnerable to cyberattacks and compromise. In addition, technology vendors are limited in their ability to protect solutions developed
without a security-first approach [91]. Exploiting a vulnerability within a legacy
technology can lead to “medical device malfunction, disruption of health care
services (including treatment interventions), and inappropriate access to patient
information” [92]. The impact of the 2017 global WannaCry ransomware attack
that affected many hospitals across the world including five acute trusts in the
United Kingdom is a critical example of the vulnerability of these legacy systems.
The WannaCry ransomware attacks exploited vulnerabilities on devices including
“MRI scanners and blood test analysis devices that were running outdated versions of an old Windows operating system”, encrypting the system and demanding that the users of infected systems pay a ransom to regain control of their
devices [92, pg.8].

“Older medical devices weren’t designed with cybersecurity as a forethought

and are hard to properly secure. Now the boom in newly connected devices is
exposing pre-existing vulnerabilities.” (Consultant, interview-006, 2022).

These devices tend to be easy targets for attackers because of well-known vulnerabilities that cannot be patched and, even if few of these systems can be patched,
they are often improperly configured and maintained at the point of care, such
as in the clinical setting. Having legacy and new devices connected to the same
network increases the attack surface and exposes new devices to scanning for
vulnerabilities and compromises. Furthermore, “complex legacy hardware and
software architectures can make the implementation of even the “simplest” AI enabled feature difficult. Legacy systems that were not built for interoperation with
other systems, or which contain old security vulnerabilities, can create system
integration problems” [93, pg.7].
Currently, the legacy problem is made more challenging by the fact that there is
limited legal clarity regarding the stakeholders in the supply and use chain who
carry responsibility to implement security updates. For instance, should security
updated be pushed automatically by the manufacturer on all its devices or should
the healthcare providers ensure their systems are up to date (see also Section
4.1)? Our study identified the need to increase awareness in the health sector of
cybersecurity risks by means of additional clinical staff training and development
as a countermeasure against increased cyber threats. The need for cybersecurity
awareness and skills extends beyond technical cybersecurity roles to the entire
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healthcare system, especially at the point of care.

“Legacy devices were never designed to be connected, let alone secured on

today’s digital networks. Yet they hold sensitive, personal, and often times life
sustaining information” (Regulator, interview-009, 2022).

4.5 Clarity in assessing algorithmic explainability and
transparency
Explainability (sometimes used in conjunction with interpretability) “is the concept that a machine learning model and its output can be explained in a way that
makes sense to a human being at an acceptable level” [94, para.1]. The majority
of stakeholders interviewed in this study highlighted that assessing explainability
of the algorithmic output is a key challenge in AI-based CIMDs. They expressed
that transparency is key to gaining the trust of patients, healthcare providers,
and regulators. This is reinforced in the specialist literature: “Medical applications, such as cancer prediction software, are an example where explainability is
essential since it is considered a critical and a “life or death” prediction problem,
in which high forecasting accuracy and interpretation are two equally essential
and significant tasks to achieve” [95, pg.2]. However, reasoning, interpreting, and
explanation of their predictions is one of their greatest limitations. ML predictive
models, which are largely inscrutable, have led to serious societal problems that
deeply affect health, freedom, equality, and safety [95]. It is universally agreed
that interpretability is a key element of trust for AI models [96].
This raises the question: how can an AI-based medical device or an AIaMD be
trusted if it is not fully understood? Then, the critical challenge becomes to identify what needs to be transparent in the entire data lifecycle and what processes
should be in place to monitor it: should we have transparency at input (e.g. data
source, problem formulation, selection), process (e.g. machine learning, auditing), output, and/or outcome (e.g. clinical)? As noted in the specialist literature,
if CIMD “providers do not fully understand how and why an algorithm arrived at
a particular decision or result, they may struggle to interpret the result or have
clinicians apply it to a patient” [78, pg.5].
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“A significant risk for AI enabled medical devices is a lack of transparency

concerning their design, development, evaluation, and deployment. For example, there is a lack of understanding and trust in predictions and decisions
generated by the AI-based device, difficulties in independently reproducing
and evaluating AI algorithms, difficulties in identifying the sources of AI errors
and defining who and/or what is responsible for them” (Manufacturer, interview-04, 2022).

Furthermore, “AI-based medical devices are not only run autonomously but also
capable of making clinical decisions on behalf of doctors. Unlike traditional medical device software, AI-based medical devices can continuously evolve and update with new data. The lack of standards that address transparency, explainability, interpretability, accountability and predictability on the part of algorithmic
medical devices could pose serious risks to patients” [77, pg.7]. This critical gap
in standards is also acknowledged by the European Parliament in its governance
framework for algorithmic accountability and transparency [40].

“With traditional software you can explain how the software has come to a

decision while with AI it becomes a bit blurred as you are reliant on good data
being fed into the algorithm” (Manufacturer, interview-07, 2022).

4.6 Understanding and assessing types of bias in data for
AI-based medical devices
Bias in digital medical technologies can be analysed along three dimensions: data-driven, algorithmic, and human [97]. Algorithmic bias in CIMDs and the healthcare sector at large can propagate discriminatory practices and broader societal
biases deeply entrenched in the datasets used to train algorithms, which can lead
to misdiagnosing particular patient groups such as ethnic minorities or women.
For example, in cardiology, a heart attack is overwhelmingly misdiagnosed in
women [97].

“Training datasets must be robust enough to support diagnosis of the in-

tended population so as to avoid bias.” (Software Developer, interview-008,
2022).
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Ensuring that appropriate training data is used in model training is critical to the
overall quality of the algorithmic decisional tool. Recently, standards providing
ethical considerations for AI have started to emerge, such as the ISO/IEC TR 24027:
2021 - Information technology, AI, bias in AI systems and AI aided decision making.
This standard acknowledges that developing AI systems with outcomes free of
unwanted bias is a challenging goal [98]. The challenge of bias was emphasised
on several occasions throughout our interviews, predominantly highlighting bias
in the datasets used in AIaMDs training. However, focusing exclusively on bias
in algorithmic training data is insufficient, especially for continuous learning and
adaptive algorithms that produce outputs based on continuous clinical data
feeds, where human bias can manifest.

4.7 Data quality and integrity
Our mapping exercise also found a critical gap in data quality standards and guidance documents that integrate principles of inclusivity, openness, and trust in the
design of AI-based medical devices, which can be applied to eliminate implicit
bias and support interoperability. Our analysis shows that both data quality and
handling are essential to the achievement of data governance and that AI ethics
cannot be implemented if explicit data governance practices are not in place.
The quality of the data used at the development stage of SaMDs and AIaMDs is
of critical importance if medical devices are deployed with the ambition to make
accurate, valid and unbiased real world decisions [71].
However, roundtable participants in our research highlighted that it is a challenging task for CIMDs manufacturers to obtain and maintain high quality data.
This view was echoed in another recent study that highlighted several attributes
“such as training datasets or explainability of device inputs versus outputs, which
challenge the transparency and trust of AI-based applications. These characteristics are either directly or indirectly linked to data quality; hence, the quality of
datasets used to train and validate AIaMDs is seen as an all-encompassing topic”
[58, pg.79]. Consistent with the roundtable participants’ perspectives, previous
studies have highlighted that data quality affects how well AI and ML models will
operate [99]. “These aspects include the completeness, correctness, and appropriateness of the data; annotation; bias; and consistency in labelling of the data”
[55, pg.9].
Most interview respondents also highlighted data integrity is a persistent challenge in the current healthcare sector. Data integrity can be understood as “the
completeness, consistency and accuracy of data” [100, pg.2]. Data integrity is imTHE PETRAS NATIONAL CENTRE OF EXCELLENCE FOR IoT SYSTEMS CYBERSECURITY
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posed within a system at its design stage through the use of standard rules and
procedures, and is maintained through the use of error checking and validation
routines [101, pg.1]. Others highlighted that the integrity of data in transit or at
rest must be protected from unintended or unauthorized modification, highlighting the critical link between cybersecurity, algorithmic and data integrity. Ensuring
data integrity is a continuous process, so new standards must capture processes
for monitoring, detection, correction, and reporting measures as inevitable data
gaps or compromises emerge.

Complete

Accurate

DATA

Secure

Consistent

Figure 6: Elements of data integrity that contribute to data trustworthiness

“Data integrity are those elements such as completeness and accuracy that
give data trustworthiness.” (Software Developer, Roundtable, 2022).
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5. ConclusionChain
This White Paper addressed a pressing question for current and future digital healthcare transformations: how and to what extent do current regulatory
frameworks and standards address the critical challenges and unique risks posed
by connected, intelligent medical devices (CIMDs)? Through a scoping review, a
standards mapping exercise, interviews with experts and practitioners, and a
roundtable with critical stakeholders in the field, we identified that key artificial
intelligence, cybersecurity, and data governance challenges are not yet comprehensively and consistently addressed by existing and emerging standards, guidelines, and regulatory frameworks, although we are also seeing considerable policy and standardisation initiatives emerging in this space.
From our research, we identified seven priority areas that require further regulatory and legal clarity, where standards and guidelines can be developed to
support stakeholders through the development, implementation, testing, and
post-market surveillance of connected, intelligent medical devices (Section 4). We
summarise these in Figure 7 below.
Liability
concerns in
the IoMT
ecosystem

Responsible &
accountable data
management
across the
lifecycle of a
CIMD

Assessing &
addressing
types of bias
in AIaMDs

Device risk
classification
challenges

Priority
Areas

Assessing &
communicating
the transparency
& explainability
of AIaMDs

Detecting &
managing
cybersecurity
vulnerabilities
Interaction
between new
medical devices
& legacy
components

Figure 7: Priority areas for future CIMDs standards and regulations
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CIMDs are at the confluence of sectors with different and even diverging dynamics, which need to be understood if we are to fully tackle the risks associated with
these technologies. On the one hand, CIMDs are digital innovations and, over the
years, the digital sector has benefited from limited regulation and obligations to
tackle the risks associated with technological advancements such as IoT or AI, although this landscape is currently changing. On the other hand, medical devices
have been under strict sectoral regulatory requirements for decades, so updating
rules, obligations, and ultimately manufacturing and product surveillance practices is inevitably a long-term endeavour. Lastly, CIMDs are largely deployed at the
point of care in hospitals and other clinical facilities, in patients’ homes, and even
implanted in the human body. As a result, the healthcare sector dynamics are
critically important as they impact directly on the preparedness of medical staff
and clinical administrators, as well as on the resilience of the current healthcare
infrastructure to respond to the ongoing challenges and different practices required when utilising CIMDs.
To address these sectoral dynamics and foster the responsible development, deployment, and monitoring of CIMDs requires a coordinated approach between
policy, regulatory, and standards development organisations at the national and
international level. In recent years, we have seen several standards and regulatory initiatives emerge that address critical horizontal issues pertaining to the
security of connected devices or the integrity of algorithmic tools and systems.
While these are important initiatives, we see strategic opportunities for standards-making, regulators, and international harmonisation bodies such as the IMDRF to address the priority areas we’ve identified above (Section 4) with more
concrete measures.
We make the following recommendations for short to medium-term action:
1. National standards-making bodies can work closely with regulators to formalise an agenda for new standards and regulatory guidance development for
connected, intelligent medical devices, especially AIaMDs. Priority areas for
standards and guidance development include: addressing software lifecycle
management issues for locked and adaptive algorithms used in or as medical
devices, as well as explainability and transparency of AI as a component in
medical devices or a standalone medical device.
2. National standards-making bodies can work jointly and in collaboration with
international harmonisation bodies such as IMDRF to develop a new work programme that addresses data governance issues in medical devices, including
data quality, data integrity, management, oversight, and audit processes in
line with emerging regulatory frameworks such as Art 10 in the proposed EU
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AI Act.
3. International standards-making bodies can prioritise the development of a
single standard addressing cybersecurity of connected medical devices,
which should include legacy device cybersecurity, in order to avoid duplication of device cybersecurity standards and address the critical need to update
general health informatics standards.
4. Regulators can provide further guidance on the responsibilities and obligations of critical stakeholders in the development, deployment, use and
monitoring of connected, intelligent medical devices, so that their integrity,
safety, and performance can be ensured.
5. National and international guidance needs to be provided to support clinical
and administrative staff in hospitals and other healthcare facilities to understand and monitor the performance of connected, intelligent medical devices
deployed and used on their premises, and how to record and report incidents
triggered by cybersecurity, algorithmic, or data integrity breaches or failures.
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Appendix A: List of interviews conducted by
stakeholder category
Respondent
Code
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11

hain

12

Stakeholder Category
Manufacturer/Consultant
Lawyer
Security practitioner
Manufacturer
Regulator - MHRA
Manufacturer
Manufacturer
Software developer/Academic
and research institution
Academic and research
institution
Standards makers
Software developer/Academic
and research institution
Clinician

Date
16 Feb 2022
22 Feb 2022
22 Feb 2022
28 Feb 2022
03 Mar 2022
04 Mar 2022
07 Mar 2022
10 Mar 2022

Place of
Interview
United Kingdom
United Kingdom
United Kingdom
United Kingdom
United Kingdom
United Kingdom
United Kingdom
United Kingdom

17 Mar 2022 United Kingdom
28 Mar 2022 United Kingdom
29 Mar 2022 United Kingdom
13 Apr 2022 United Kingdom

Appendix B: Categories of stakeholders who
participated in the roundtable Chain
Stakeholder Category
Medical device manufacturers/
Software developers
Regulators
Standards makers
Researchers
Lawyers
Security practitioners
Clinicians
Industry association/Other
Total number of participants
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4
7
9
1
1
3
9
45
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Appendix C: Programme of “The Future of
Medical Device Regulation and Standards:
Dealing with Software Challenges” Roundtable held by the Reg-MedTech Project on
Wednesday 27th April 2022, 10:00 – 13:30 BST
Time
Session
10:00 – 10:05 Welcome and introduction
10:05 – 10:20 Keynote: Latest regulatory responses to softwarebased medical devices
10:20 – 10:35 Keynote: How can standards support regulatory
developments for soft-ware-based medical devices

Speaker
Irina Brass - UCL
Johan Ordish
- MHRA
Rob Turpin - BSI

10:35 – 10:45 Reg-MedTech: Project overview and preliminary
findings

Irina Brass &
Andrew
Mkwashi - UCL

Roundtable Session 1
The purpose of this session is to collaboratively analyse, validate, and refine
preliminary REG-MEDTECH project findings, consult on gaps in current standards and
regulations, and identify critical organisational needs
Activity
Description of activity /Questions
10:45 – 11:05 Activity 1:
(Using whiteboarding
software
Miro)

1. List at least three critical challenges
you have encountered in the
development, approval, or postmarket monitoring of a connected,
intelligent medical device.

Hint: Refer to software as a component
of a medical device, software as a
medical device (SaMD) including apps,
AI-based medical devices (rules-based,
locked ML, continuous ML).
Activity 2: 2. Now focus on specific
Refer to
standardization and regulatory
the
challenges you have encountered or
standards are aware of, pertaining to AI/ ML,
mapping cybersecurity and data governance in
tool and
software-based medical devices.
summary Hint: Are there any standards missing in
of findings this area? Are there any challenges to
device classification? Any challenges for
specific clinical applications?
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Activity 3:
Refer to
the
standards
mapping
tool and
summary
of findings

3. List at least three concrete
measures to address these
challenges or gaps.

All

Hint: Examples include changes in
market approval/ post market
surveillance requirements,
organizational processes, missing
standards, new regulatory guidelines,
changes to legislation, internationally
harmonised guidelines or standards,
etc.
11:05 – 11:30 Activity 4: 4. What safety, security, data quality,
(All)
Moderated and/or algorithmic integrity
Breakout rooms
group
measures does your organization adopt
discussion to ensure responsible management and
vigilance over software-based medical
devices or SaMDs throughout their
lifecycle?
5. What measures are or should be in
place if you are suspecting or
identifying potential failures, faults,
or incidents with your connected,
intelligent devices?
6. Are you clear about the
responsibility and potential liability
your organization might have over
security or data breaches linked to
connected, intelligent medical devices
you develop, manufacture, or use?
7. How about over data quality and
algorithmic integrity linked to these
devices?

11:30 – 11:50

8. What support would you like to see
from regulators, standards-making
bodies, and professional associations
to have more clarity?
Feedback group sessions (Main room)

11:50 – 12:05
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Roundtable Session 2
The purpose of this session is to look into the future at the innovation landscape for
connected, intelligent medical devices, and to explore opportunities for regulators
and standards-making bodies to encourage future-proof, responsible innovation with
patient safety at the core.
Activity
Description of activity /Question
Speaker
12:05 -12:55 Activity 5: 1. What do you think the state of the art will
look like in 5 years’ time for connected,
intelligent medical devices? Be as specific as
possible.
2. How will these developments affect:
• data quality for AI as a medical technology
• performance metrics for AI tools
• explainability of AI outputs
• cybersecurity
• human oversight
• other aspects?
3. What organizational processes and support
would you like to see in place to support these
technological advances? For instance:
• continual assurance throughout the software
lifecycle
• new quality and risk management standards
• monitoring and evaluation protocols
• professional qualifications, training, and
protocols
• other aspects?
4. What changes would you like to see so that
standards and regulations further enable
responsible innovation in software-based
medical devices, and keep pace with innovation
and patient protection requirements?

12:55 -13:15

Hint: Examples include flexible regulatory
pathways (e.g. SaMS Airlock rule); new standards
to support current and future regulation, as well
as new security, safety, quality, risk assessment,
and governance requirements on developers,
manufacturers, users (e.g. clinicians); new
conformity assessment standards and guidelines.
Feedback group sessions (Main room)

13:15 -13:20

Closing remarks

12:55 -13:05

Next steps, thanks, and closure
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l for identification and prevention
yber Kill Chain framework is a model for identification and prevention
Kill Chain framework is a model for identification and prevention of
cyber intrusions activity. The model identifies what the adversaries
must complete in order to achieve their objective.
4 Wargaming is a type of cyber security training in which the competitors must exploit or defend a vulnerability in a system or application,
or gain or prevent access to a computer system.
5 Cyber Pearl Harbour is rhetorical figure stating that a hypothetical
disastrous cyber security attack would galvanise a major scale war.
5
evolve, therefore you need to ask these questions in multiple stages
of product development.
• Dependency mapping: What suppliers, assets and people are we the
most dependent on? What can we afford to go down and what can’t
we afford to go down?
• Cascading risks mapping: What happens to your organisation and
customers if a particular computer system goes down? What are the
consequences in terms of finances, recovery time, safety, equipment
damage, disruption of services? How long can we continue business
as usual in the event of a system/ data outage? How much data loss
can we suffer before business-as-usual processes are interrupted?
• Incident response planning: What would a proportionate response
to the worst-case scenario look like? If a major cyber incident happens, how do we share information in order to stop it happening repeatedly, share the lessons and learn together?
Organisations and initiatives to follow
• The National Cyber Security Centre offers comprehensive advice for
board members: https://www.ncsc.gov.uk/section/board-toolkit/
home
• The Energy Systems Catapult accelerates the transition to Net Zero
by supporting innovators to commercialise, and helping design and
deliver the future energy system https://es.catapult.org.uk/
• IoT Security Foundation organises knowledge exchanges and facilitates working groups collaborating on emerging assurance frameworks https://www.iotsecurityfoundation.org/
• British Standards Institution develops standards for energy smart
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